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Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension, s0 ∈ C \ {1}, Hol(s0) the
semigroup of Artin L-functions holomorphic at s0. We present criteria
for Artin’s holomorphy conjecture in terms of the semigroup Hol(s0).
We conjecture that Artin’s L-functions are holomorphic at s0 if and
only if Hol(s0) is factorial. We prove this if s0 is a zero of an L-function
associated to a linear character of the Galois group.
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1. Introduction
Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension with the Galois group G, χ1, . . . , χr the
irreducible characters of G with the dimensions d1 := χ1(1), . . . , dr := χr(1),
f1 = L(s, χ1, K/Q), . . . , fr = L(s, χr, K/Q) the correponding L-functions,
Ar := {fk11 · . . . · fkrr | k1 ≥ 0, . . . , kr ≥ 0} the multiplicative semigroup
with the basis f1, . . . , fr. ( Artin proved that f1, . . . , fr are multiplicatively
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independent [1], Satz 5, P. 106 .) For s0 ∈ C, s0 6= 1 let Hol(s0) be the
subsemigroup of Ar consisting of the L-functions which are holomorphic at
s0. Artin’s conjecture is:
Hol(s0) = Ar.
For f, g ∈ Ar we write g | f if there exists h ∈ Ar such that f = gh.
Theorem 1. The following assertions are equivalent:
1) Artin’s conjecture is true: Hol(s0) = Ar.
2) The semigroup Hol(s0) is factorial and∏
j∈J
fj ∈ Hol(s0)
for every subset J ⊂ {1, . . . , r} with r − 1 elements.
3) The semigroup Hol(s0) is factorial and for any k ∈ {1, . . . , r} there exists
f ∈ Hol(s0) such that
fk - f inAr and fl | f inAr,∀l 6= k.
4) The semigroup Hol(s0) is factorial and for any k, l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, k 6= l
there exists f ∈ Hol(s0) such that
fk - f inAr and fl | f inAr.
We have seen in [4], p. 2862, that Hol(s0) is a positive affine semigroup which
generates the free abelian group with the basis f1, . . . , fr. The Hilbert basis of
Hol(s0) is the uniquely determined minimal system of generators of Hol(s0).
It follows that Hol(s0) is factorial if and only if the number of elements in
its Hilbert basis is r. So the assertion 1)⇔ 2) is Theorem 2 from [4].
By the results of Heilbronn [3], Stark [5], Theorem 3, p. 144, and Foote-
Murty [2] it is known that the poles of Artin’s L-functions are zeros of the
Dedekind zeta function ζK(s). It holds that
ζK(s) = f
d1
1 · . . . · fdrr , (1)
so it is sufficient to test Artin’s conjecture at a point s0 which is a zero of
some fk, k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. If G is isomorphic to A5, the alternating group on
five elements, it was proved in [4], Theorem 3, that the following assertions
are equivalent:
1) Artin’s L-functions are holomorphic at s0.
2) The semigroup Hol(s0) is factorial.
We conjecture that this holds for any Galois group G:
Conjecture. Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension. The following assertions
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are equivalent:
1) Artin’s L-functions are holomorphic at s0 .
2) The semigroup Hol(s0) is factorial.
We prove the conjecture in the following special case:
Theorem 2. If χ is a linear character of G, i.e. χ(1) = 1, and L(s0, χ) = 0,
then the conjecture is true.
2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1:
1)⇒2) is trivial because Ar is factorial.




fj it holds that f ∈ Hol(s0) and
fk - f inAr, fl | f inAr,∀l 6= k.
3)⇒4) is trivial.
4)⇒1) For a meromorphic function f we denote by ords=s0f its order at
s0. If Artin’s conjecture is false, then there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that




djords=s0fj ≥ 0, (2)
so there exists j 6= k such that
ords=s0fj > 0.
For l ∈ {1, . . . , r} let
ml := min{m ≥ 0 | ords=s0f
ml
j · fl ≥ 0}.
Since ords=s0fk < 0, we have that mk > 0. The elements f
m1
j · f1, . . . , f
mr
j · fr
are irreducible in Hol(s0). Since, by the assumption 4), the positive affine
semigroup Hol(s0) ([4], Remark 8) is factorial and generates a free abelian
group of rank r ([4], p. 2862), its Hilbert basis Hilb(Hol(s0)), the minimal
system of generators, consists of r elements. It follows that
Hilb(Hol(s0)) = {fm1j · f1, . . . , f
mr
j · fr}.
By assumption 4) there exists f ∈ Hol(s0) such that
fj - f inAr and fk | f inAr.
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The element f ∈ Hol(s0) is a product of elements from Hilb(Hol(s0)), hence
there exist n1, . . . , nr ≥ 0 such that
f = (fm1j f1)
n1 · . . . · (fmrj fr)nr ,
so
fmknkj | f.
Since fk | f , we have that nk > 0. Since mk > 0, it follows that mknk ≥ 1,
hence fj | f , a contradiction. So Artin’s conjecture is true. 
Proof of Theorem 2:
1) ⇒ 2): If Artin’s L-functions are holomorphic at s0, then Hol(s0) = Ar is
factorial.
2) ⇒ 1): Suppose that there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that ords=s0fk < 0.
By renumbering we take L(s, χ) = f1 and k = 2, so d1 = 1, ords=s0f1 > 0,
and ords=s0f2 < 0. For j ∈ {1, . . . , r} let
mj := min{m ≥ 0 |}ords=s0(fm1 · fj) ≥ 0.
Since ords=s0f2 < 0 it follows that m2 > 0. The elements f1, f
m2
1 ·f2, . . . , fmr1 ·
fr are irreducible in Hol(s0). Since by assumption 2) Hol(s0) is factorial its
Hilbert basis consists of r elements. It follows that
Hilb(Hol(s0)) = {f1, fm21 · f2, . . . , fmr1 · fr},
hence
Hol(s0) = {fk11 · (fm21 · f2)k2 · . . . · (fmr1 · fr)kr | k1, k2, . . . , kr ≥ 0} =
= {fk1+m2k2+...+mrkr1 · fk22 · . . . · fkrr | k1, k2, . . . , kr ≥ 0}.
Since ζK ∈ Hol(s0) there exist k1, . . . , kr ≥ 0 such that
ζK = f
k1+m2k2+...+mrkr
1 · fk22 · . . . · fkrr .
From (1) it follows that





m2 = d2 = 1
since m2 > 0 and m2 > 0. So the Artin L-function f2 is associated to a
character of degree d2 = 1. By class field theory this function is a Hecke
L-function, so it is holomorphic at s0, a contradiction. 
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